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I hope that you have learnt some ways to build healthy
relationships with your family in the May 2021 issue of BUZZ
magazine!
Let’s talk about friendship in this issue! Like family relationships,
maintaining a friendship also needs all parties to constantly put
in effort to keep it healthy and strong.
Some of you may recall that in the July 2019 issue of BUZZ
magazine on Friendship, I have shared some ways to make
friends and how you can start to be a good friend. In this issue,
we are going to discuss about how to keep our friendship going
for a long period of time by practising good friendship values.
As you read through this issue, you can also reflect upon yourself
by asking these questions:
1)
2)
3)

Am I a good friend?
Which good friendship values do I practise?
What can I do to be a better friend?

Contact Tinkle Friend!
Online Chat

Helpline

www.tinklefriend.sg 1800 2744 788
Monday to Thursday Monday to Friday
2.30pm to 7.00pm
2.30pm to 5.00pm
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Good friendship values
Most of us may have some idea about what good friendship values are, and
having this awareness is a good first step in maintaining our friendships.

Acceptance

Appreciation

Understand that friendship
will not always be smooth
sailing.

Show a friend how thankful
you are for them and how
important they are to you.

Cooperation

Forgiveness

Put in effort and work together
to achieve a common goal.

Honesty
Be sincere and tell the truth.

Patience

Give a friend a second chance
and not bear grudges.

Mutual Respect
Treat yourself and your friends
with the care and consideration
that everyone deserves.

Support

Give a friend time and space.

Offer help and words of
encouragement.

Trust

Understanding

Be able to believe and rely
on a friend.

Think from a friend’s point of
view.

Write down other good friendship
values that you know.
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Join me and my friends as we discuss
how to practise some of these good
friendship values in the following pages!
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When you have an argument
with your friend
Can you help Gladys decide which is the best option to take?

Hey Tinkle Friend, I made some unkind
remarks to my friend, and I tried to
apologise to her after that. But she
won’t accept my apology… and now
she’s being rude to me!

Oh no, you must be feeling
sad about your friendship.
What are you going to do
next?

Hmm… I have not
decided but I have a
few thoughts about that.

Option 1
I will forget about her. I do not want to
have a friend who is so rude.
Option 2
I will tell everyone about how rude
she is. I will let her know that she has
messed with the wrong person!

Option 3
I will think about how nice she usually is
and give her some time to cool down,
before trying to apologise to her again.

Write down the friendship value(s) that Gladys can practise.
Friendship Value(s)
It is common for friends to have
arguments, and we can be patient
in working through these unhappy
times together instead of ending
the friendship.

Answer: Option 3. The friendship value(s) may
include Forgiveness and Understanding.
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When your friend ignores you
Can you help Maya to choose the best option?

I am very sad that my friend is ignoring
me. I don’t know why he is angry. I don’t
think I did anything to make him upset!

That sounds pretty confusing
if you don’t know what
made him upset. What do
you plan to do about it?

Option 1
He ignored me, so I
shall ignore him too.
He shall get a taste
of his own medicine.

Well… I guess…

Option 2
I will try to ask him what
he is upset about and
try to understand how
he feels.

Option 3
I will tell my other
friends not to be friends
with him as he is such
a ridiculous person.

Write down the friendship value(s) that Maya can practise.
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Sometimes we may not know
what is bothering our friends. Let’s
not assume the reasons for their
unhappiness. We can give them
time and space to cool down and
we can talk to them about it when
they are ready.

Answer: Option 2. The friendship value(s)
may include Patience and Support.

Friendship Value(s)
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When your friend talks bad
about you to others
Can you help Jay to choose the best option?

Today I overheard my friend telling another
friend something mean about me. She also
spread rumours about me to others.

I can imagine that you
might be feeling betrayed
by your friend. What do
you think you can do
about your friend?

Option 2
I will confront her and tell her that I
know what she said about me, and
that she is not my friend anymore.

I wonder if
I should…

Option 1
I will tell her that I feel
hurt when she said
mean and untrue
things about me, and
ask her to talk to me
directly if she did not
like me or what I did.

Option 3
I will ignore what I heard and pretend like
nothing has happened. When she is bored of
it, she will stop saying those things about me.

Write down the friendship value(s) that Jay can practise.
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When a friend does something that
is unkind, we can let them know
respectfully that it is not right to
treat you that way. We can also try
to fix the friendship by discussing
with them about how good friends
should behave.

Answer: Option 1. The friendship value(s) may
include Acceptance and Mutual respect.

Friendship Value(s)
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Maintaining
your friendship
Here are 3 good friendship values
that you can practise!

Be understanding
(Think from a friend’s point of view)
To understand a friend better, we need to get to know them. This means finding out
about their likes and dislikes, strengths and weaknesses, who their family members
are, and so on. Getting to know a friend takes time but it is fun too, so remember to
be patient and enjoy the process!

Be co-operative
(Put in effort and work together to achieve a common goal)
Getting along with our friends and co-operating with them require good
communication. Do share with your friend regularly on how you feel and
what you would like your friend to do. Similarly, if your friend shares that
with you, do listen to them and take actions to strengthen your friendship.

Show appreciation
(Show a friend how thankful you are for them and how important they are to you)
We do not want our friends to feel like we are taking them for granted. You can
show your appreciation to your friends regularly through ways like telling your
friend that you love having them as your friend, gifting them with a handmade
card or gift, or simply make the effort to spend quality time together!

You can find in the following pages, some activities that you can
do with your friends. For example, you can use the template in
page 11 to write and decorate a card for your friend!
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Connect with your friends
through BINGO!
You and your friends can play BINGO the traditional way by printing this
page for each person, then finding a different friend to sign in each of
the boxes with the description that fits them.
If you are connecting with your friends virtually, simply share this BINGO
sheet on the screen and get each friend to sign electronically in the
box(es), until all the boxes are signed!

Goes to school
by school bus

Knows how to
play a musical
instrument

Born in an
even-numbered
month (February,
April, June,
August, October,
December)

Only child in
the family

Favourite colour
is blue

Brings their own
lunch to school

Has a pet at
home

Able to
memorise the
lyrics of a song

Likes K-pop

Loves to read
books

Says kind words
frequently

Listens to and
supports a friend

Loves to eat
vegetables

Always says hello
and smiles

Loves
rollerblading
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Walks to school
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Would you rather…?
This short quiz is another simple and fun way for friends to get to know one
another better!
You and your friends can take turns to ask one another the following questions. For
each question, the person answering must choose between the two options given.
The others can make a guess on what your friend would answer, before getting
your friend to reveal their answer.

Would you rather...
Be able to fly

Be excellent in studies

Have a baby brother

OR

OR

OR

Be able to control
the weather

Be excellent in
sports and music

Have a baby sister

Endure a week of very hot weather without air-conditioning

Be a leopard in the wild

OR

OR

Endure a week without any electronic devices

Be a penguin in the zoo

Be the most popular kid in school

Eat your favourite food every day

OR

OR

Have 2 close friends who
will always be there for you

Have your hair look good every day

Smell durian from your neighbour’s
house every day

Find yourself in a room full of cockroaches

OR

OR

Smell the garbage truck every day

Find yourself in a room full of rats

Feel free to come up with other questions for your
friends! Remember, there are no right or wrong
answers as everyone has different preferences.
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Make a friendship salad with
your friends
Imagine that you and your friends are making a salad together! Each friend needs to contribute by adding
a fruit or a vegetable to the salad. In the same way, each friend needs to bring good friendship values to
the group to keep the friendship going.
Think of one good friendship value that you bring to your group and write it down in the bowl below. Next,
draw one fruit or vegetable to put in the friendship salad that symbolises that good friendship value. Get
your other friends to do the same!
For example, I bring along mutual respect to
my group. So, I would put raspberries in our
friendship salad, because 'R' stands for
respect and raspberries!
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Here’s a card for you,
my friend!
Dear

(your friend’s name)

,
Paste a nice
photograph of you
and your friend here

To me, you are
.
I appreciate that you

.
I like that we
together.
I look forward to
______________________________________________________ together with you.
You can contact me at __________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________.
I want to tell you that ___________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________.
With lots of love,
___________________________
(your name and signature)
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Maya’s
character profile
Positive thinking
(ability to see the good
side of things)

Adaptability

Time management

(ability to get used to
new environments)

(ability to strike a balance
between school and play)

Social skills

Learning ability

(ability to make friends
and be a good friend)

(ability to learn concepts
taught by teachers)

Stay tuned to the next issue of BUZZ newsletter to find
out more about Maya and how she can improve herself!
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ASK TINKLE FRIEND
In this segment, Tinkle Friend will answer questions that are commonly
asked by children in Singapore. Some of you might have similar
questions and we hope that it will be answered in this segment!

My friend made a new friend recently. I have noticed that
he had been spending more time with his new friend
instead of me. I am scared that he does not want to be
my friend anymore…

When we make a new friend, it is common for us to get excited
in getting to know the new person. This excitement may even
make us spend less time with our old friends for a while. If you
feel left out, do talk to your friend and let him know that you
hope that he can spend some time with you too.

I think my friend is bad to me but she is my only friend and I
don’t want to lose her. She kept spreading rumours about
me behind my back and I have given her many chances,
but she still did not change after apologising.

You can talk to your parents, teachers, or me on how to improve
the friendship. However, if you feel unsafe in your friendship and
your friend still does not change her unkind behaviours, you may
wonder if you should end the friendship.
You can also try to make new friends who treat you with care and respect.
If you need help making new friends, you can always talk to me!
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In the next issue, we will be exploring...

I love me!

Need to talk to someone?
Helpline

Online Chat

1800 2744 788

www.tinklefriend.sg

Monday - Friday
2.30pm to 5.00pm

Monday - Thursday
Friday
2.30pm to 7.00pm 2.30pm to 5.00pm

(Closed on weekends and public holidays)

(Closed on weekends and public holidays)
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